Delaware’s Premier Acoustic Dork-Rock Power Duo

Stage Setup / Technical Specs for Venues with Sound Systems
Contact us: 302-345-0819 or awesomesauce@hot-breakfast.com
Thanks for hiring Hot Breakfast! We’re an acoustic duo featuring Matt Casarino on acoustic guitar and vocals, and Jill
Knapp on lead vocals and occasional hand-percussion (tambourine, etc) and wind instruments (which require no amplification whatsoever).
Our setup is very simple: Two vocal mics on boom stands, and a DI.
Most of the time, Jill sings lead with Matt singing backup vocals. The band prefers regular ol’ Shure SM-58 microphones,
and we are happy to bring our own mics if arranged ahead of time; otherwise we’ll assume you’re providing mics. Both
musicians prefer boom stands for the mics. (If only one boom stand is available, it should go to Matt.)
Matt plays a Martin acoustic guitar with a powered pickup. He requires one direct input box (DI) for his guitar/pedals.
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We’ve played stages as small as 6’w x 4’d and as large as 56’w x 34’d, so we’re very adaptable.
WHAT WE WILL BRING:
 Our instruments and stuff (duh)
 Guitar cable
 Our own tripod for our sign which has our
contact info and visuals
 A music stand & guitar stand
 Our disturbingly attractive bodies

WHAT YOU PROVIDE:
 One DI box
 Two vocal microphones (unless you’ve arranged
for us to bring our own)
 Two mic stands – preferably boom stands.
 All other cables, speakers, boards, monitors
 A table for our merch (CDs, mailing list, shirts, etc.)
 A stool (Please let us know if one is not available
so we can bring our own!)

Thank you!

